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Dynamics of the Roughening Transition
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%e use the renormalization-group method of Kosterlitz to study the dynamics of a
purely relaxational model for the roughening transition. Implications of our results for
the behavior of spatial and temporal correlation functions of a crystal-vapor interface
and for the crystal growth rate are discussed.

The "roughening transition" from a localized
to a delocalized interface in three-dimensional
(3D) Ising and related lattice models has recently
aroused considerable interest, both because of
its practical importance in understanding the
process of crystal growth and because of a more
fundamental interest in the nature of the transi-
tion." In this Letter we apply the renormaliza-
tion-group method of Kosterlitz' and Jos6 et al.'
to study the dynamics of the roughening transi-
tion. That such an approach mould be useful was
suggested by earlier work of the present authors'
which first pointed out the equivalence for the
static behavior of the roughening transition and
the phase transition in the 2D Coulomb gas, to
which Kosterlitz originally applied his method.

our results confirm the expectations of crystal
growth theorists' for the existence of linear (non-
activated) growth above the roughening tempera-
ture Tn with sublinear (nucleated) growth below,

P

and relate this change in growth mechanism di-
rectly to the change in the equilibrium structure
of the interface at T~. We predict a qualitative
change at T~ in the character of spatial and tem-
poral correlations between different parts of the
interface. Although we concentrate herein on the
crystal gromth and interfacial interpretations of
our results, we believe the same procedure can
be applied to describe the dynamics of a model
for 2D nematic crystals studied by the Gennes, '
and to the purely relaxational limit (no coupling
to a conserved z component of the spin) of the dy-
namics of the planar M' model studied by Nelson
and Fisher. ' Another possible application, which
we discuss later, is to the motion of domain boun-
daries (or solitons) in 1D crystals when inter-
chain couplings as well as the commensurate-
incommensurate energy are present. '

Vfe model the interface between a crystal and
its vapor using a 2D square array of columns of
height h, . The Hamiltonian which we study is

H = —Q(lt; —h, +~)'+Zg'Q h -Qb p &h, —2y, d icos(2ph, )
j,b

The first term gives the interaction energy bebveen a column at site j and its nearest neighbors at
sites j+5, the second gives the interaction with a dimensionless "stabilizing field" g', and the third
gives the effect of "applied fields" 4 p, . The fourth term, parametrized by the dimensionless quantity
y» is a weighting function which favors integer values of the h, . The form of the weighting function in
Eq. (1) is chosen for convenience; as pointed out in Ref. 5, any periodic weighting function should give
the same critical behavior. [Equation (1) is also essentially identical with the small-y, limit of the gen-
eralized Villain model discussed by Jose et al. in their analysis of the planar XY model. Note, how-
ever, that temperatures are inversely related in the roughening and XY descriptions. ]

Following the ideas of Halperin, Hohenberg, and Ma' and Hohenberg and Halperin" we shall assume
that the long-wavelength low-frequency behavior of the system at the roughening (critical) point can be
described by the simplest possible dynamical model which reduces to the correct static limit and which
is consistent with the proper set of conservation laws for the system. Here we have the simplest case
("model A") since (h) is not conserved in either crystal-growth or relaxational XY model applications,
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and thus we study the following dynamical equation"

Bn, /st =. - (r /T)(5e/5t, )+q,
=- I'K 'Q~(h, —h, ~) —I'K 'g h„+r(6 p~/T) —2mK 'ry, sin2zh, , +q,

Here K '= 2J/—T. We allow the applied fields 6 p. , to be time dependent and assume that the system
starts from equilibrium at t = —~. The Gaussian fluctuating noises q, (t) satisfy

(q,.(t)) =0, (n, (t)q, ,(t')) =2r5, ,'&(t —t').

In crystal growth applications the parameter I" can be identified with the equilibrium (kink-site) evapor-
ation rate and A p, with the chemical-potential driving force."

If y, =0, Eq. (2) can be solved exactly by Fourier-transform techniques in terms of an unperturbed
Green s function, which in the long-wavelength limit has the form

~(~, ~) =[K '(0'+8') —t~/r] '

In the limit g'-0', which we consider hereafter, 6 is the Green's function for 2D diffusion. '
For nonzero y„Eq. (2) can be rewritten

h(s, t) =) „ds'J „dt'G(s —s', t —t')[Atl. (s't')/T+q(s't')/I' —2' 'y, si n2mh(s't')].

(4)

(5)

Here s is a dimensionless 2D lattice vector (the unit of length being the lattice spacing) locating the
center of a column. We have taken the limit of an infinite system and replaced sums by integrals. Ex-
panding the solution of Eq. (5) in powers of 6 ti. /T

h(s, t) =h, (s, t)+ fds'ddt'h, (st, s't'g p(s't')/T+. 0((b, p/T)') (6)

the linear response function X(q, tu) is given by the ensemble average over the noise

x(~, ~) =(t,(e, ~))

and using Eqs. (4)-(6), the unperturbed (y, = 0) response function explicitly is

Xo(Q &) =G (0 ~) = [K (0 +8 ) —t~/r]

The effect of a nonzero y, is conveniently expressed in terms of a self energy Z(q, &u), defined as

x '(~, ~) =x. '(~, ~)+~(~,~).

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) we find after some manipulation a formally exact expression for Z giv-
en by

4m'y, K 'F j(cos [2mb, (st)] h, (st, s't'))}

where F(}denotes a Fourier transform in space and time.
The behavior of Z in the limit of very low temperatures is easy to analyze. The equilibrium fluctua-

tions of h, are very small at low temperatures and the weighting function localizes the interface very
near A, =O. I,inearizing the sine term in Eq. (2) then gives a constant value for Z of

Z(q, (u)=4m'y, K '.
Thus there is a finite response even in the q, ~ —0 limits. The analysis we give below shows that this
gap vanishes for all T~TR and that the response can then be related to the divergent response function

x.(v, ~).
To see this, consider an expansion of y (q, cu) in powers of y, . We assume y, is less than unity. The

recursion relations we derive from this expansion drive y, to zero for all T-T„, thus justifying the ex-
pansion in this region. The motivation here is exactly the same as for the expansion of the static cor-
relations used in the work of Jose et al. and Nelson and Kosterlitz" for the XF model and the 2D Cou-
lomb gas.

Expanding h„h„and Z in powers of y„we find, using Eqs. (5)—(10), after some straightforward but
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tedious algebra, that Eq. (9) can be written to lowest order in q and &u as

X '(q, ~) =[K '+m'K 'y'I, ds s' "«]q' —t&u[F '+I' 'm~y'/(vK —1)f, is s' ' «]+O(y ), (12)

where y =-y, exp(-Kc) and c is a constant approxi-
mately equal to &m'.

Following the methods of Hefs. 4 and 12, we
find on integrating over length scales between s
= 1 and s = e' that Eq. (12) can be rewritten in ex-
actly the same functional form with K, y, and I"

replaced by K(l), y(l), and F(l). These quantities
obey differential recursion relations

The average growth rate R of a crystal is re-
lated to the response to a spatially and temporal-
ly uniform driving force when the stabilizing field
g'=0. To first order of 6 p it is given by

R =lim[-t(uy(q =O, ru)a p/T],
(g)-+ O

=F(-)&u/T, (T-T,).
dK (l)/dl = —w'y'(t),

-', dy'(l)/dl = —[mK(l) —2]y'(l),

d lnI (t)/dl = —~' y'(t)/[~K (I) —1], (15)

Thus the theory predicts linear growth at and a
above T„ in agreement with conventional theories
of crystal growth. '" Below T~ the situation is
very different. Here

subject to the boundary conditions K(l = 0) =K, etc.
The roughening temperature is identified as the
lowest temperature for which the recursion rela-
tions drive y(l) to zero as t-~; y(l =~) =0 holds
for all T~T~. In agreement with the assumptions
of Ref. 7, the only effect of a nonzero initial
value of y, for T& T~ is to renor malize the coef-
ficients K and F in the unperturbed response func-
tion y, in Eq. (8).

The first two equations [(13) and (14)] are es-
sentially identical" with those found earlier in
the static calculations of Nelson and Kosterlitz"
and Jose et aE.~ It is interesting that we obtain
these equations directly without a duality transfor-
mation to a 20 Coulomb gas representation as
was done in the previous work. The third equa-
tion describes the behavior of the dynamical pa-
rameter I". Eliminating y'(l) between Eqs. (13)
and (15) and integrating from t = 0 to I =~, we
have

F( )/F =[~K( ) -1]/(~K -1).
Here F(~) and K(~) are the renormalized values
of the bare parameters I' and K. Thus I' effec-
tively scales with K, whose behavior has already
been discussed by Kosterlitz' and Jose et al.'
Eq. (16) shows that the renormalized 1 is reduced
from its bare value, but does not vanish along the
entire fixed line of critical points which charac-
terizes the roughened phase including the end-
point at T~. Using the language of Hohenberg and
Halperin, "the dynamics is thus conventional.
However, the mutual scaling of K and I' repre-
sents an interesting and somewhat unconventional
feature of the model. Since K(~) has a square-
root cusp as T —T~,""it should be possible to ob-
serve a similar anomaly in 1"(~).

X(V, ~) =[K'(q'+& ') —~/F'j ' (19)

(II .(e, ~)I'& = (2/~) 1m[X(e, ~)],
where Im[] denotes the imaginary part. In par-
ticular, for T~T~ and large s or large t,

([h,(s, t) -h, (0, 0)]')

(20)

—= [K(~)/2n] ln[maxfs', 4F(~)t/K(~)j], (21)
where we have used some results of de Gennes. '
Thus there are logarithmically diverging corre-
lations in space and time above T~. Below T~,
Eq. {19)holds and correlations decay exponential-
ly at large s and t. All these results as well as
Kosterlitz's prediction for the very rapid diver-
gence of the correlation length as T-T~ from
below:

&
—exp [c/(Ts —T)"'j, (22)

can be checked using presently available comput-
er simulation methods. '~ Light scattering experi-
ments on the interfacial structure of real crys-
tal-vapor systems appear to us very feasible, and
would provide a definitive test of the applicability
of these ideas to realistic systems. "

with a finite correlation length $ and renormal-
ized coefficients K' and I'. Equation (17) then
predicts a zero growth rate for T&T~ to first or-
der in 6 y/T. This. result is consistent with the
fact that growth at low temperatures occurs by a
nucleation mechanism. Nucleation theory gives
the re slut R-e x(p /cb,-p); so in fact below Ts
all terms in a power series about 6 p, =0 should
vanish '"

Predictions for the equilibrium height-height
correlation function can be obtained from the fluc-
tuation-dissipation theorem"
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Another possible application of these results is
to the motion of domain boundaries in 1D crys-
tals. ' Assume there is one domain boundary per
chain, whose position in chain j is given by h,
The terms, -It&,s in Eq. (2) describes the inter-
chain coupling, while the commensurate-incom-
mensurate interaction is described by the term
sin2wh. The linear response function then essen-
tially describes the conductivity. Our results
thus predict that below 7."~ the domain boundaries
are pinned, yielding an activation-type conduc-
tivity, but they become unpinned above T~, giving
metallic conductivity. Of course, a finite amount
of energy is required to create a domain bounda-

ry and this may limit the temperature depen-
dence of the conductivity. Further, the restric-
tion of one domain boundary per chain is unreal-
istic; so these results are merely suggestive.
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